If E is an arbitrary infinite-dimensional normed linear space, it is shown that if all homeomorphisms of E onto itself are stable, then the annulus conjecture is true for E. As a result, this confirms that the annulus conjecture for Hilbert space is true. A partial converse is that for those spaces E which have some hyperplane homeomorphic to E, if the annulus conjecture is true for E and if all homeomorphisms of E onto itself are isotopic to the identity, then all homeomorphisms of E onto itself are stable.
Let P denote a normed linear space with zero element 6, and let BT(x) be the ball in E of radius r centered at x, ST(x) = Bd BT(x), BT = Pr(0), and Sr = Sr(0). H(E) and 5P(P) will denote the homeomorphisms on E and the stable homeomorphisms on E, respectively. From [5] and [6] there is an inversion homeomorphism iEHiE) for P infinite-dimensional such thati(Pi) =E -lntBi,i\ Si = identity, and i~l=i. It can be seen in [7] and [8] that this homeomorphism is a useful tool in proving topological properties of infinite-dimensional normed linear spaces. In this paper i will be used in establishing a type of engulfing theorem for infinite-dimensional E which is somewhat analogous to Stallings' Engulfing Theorem in [9] . Brown and Gluck in [3] showed that SP(P) =PP(P) implies the annulus conjecture for finite-dimensional E, where P+(P) is the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of P. As an application of the engulfing theorem in this paper, it will be shown that 5P(P)=P(P) implies the annulus conjecture for infinite-dimensional E (a slightly different technique than used in [3] ). As a result, since Wong in [lO] showed that SHQ2) =H(I2), the annulus conjecture is true in Hilbert space and is consequently true in all infinite-dimensional separable Banach spaces, or more generally, in all infinite-dimensional separable Frechet spaces (see [4] and [l] ).
By a cell in E is meant a subset C of E such that there exists a homeomorphism from the pair (Pi, Si) onto the pair (C, Bd C). A closed subset A of E -Int C is a collar of C if there exists a homeomorphism h from the pair (B2, Bi) onto the pair (KVJC, C) such that h(S2) = Bd (AVJC). C is tome if there is an hEH(E) such that A(-Bi) = C. In [7] and [8] such that Bd A =&(S,US2).
The annulus conjecture for E is stated in [7] as follows. Ae'-If Cis a tame cell contained in Int B\, then there exists a homeomorphism Zt of Bi onto itself such that h(Bi/2) = C and &| Si = identity.
For infinite-dimensional E, it can be seen by using i that .4^ is equivalent to the statement:
the region between two disjoint tame spheres is an annulus.
hEH(E) is stable if it can be written as a finite composition of elements of H(E) each of which is the identity on some open subset of E. The following is the stability conjecture for E. SB: SH(E)=H(E) (for E finite-dimensional SH(E) = H+(E)). Theorem 1 (Engulfing theorem). Let E be infinite-dimensional, let A EE, let C be a collared cell in E with collar K such that (CVJK)r\A = 0,andlet UEE be open such that [E-(C\J K)]C\U 7* 0. Thenthere exists hEH(E) such that AEh(U) and h\ C = identity.
Proof. By Lemma 1, let A'CA be a collar of C and gEH(E) be such that g(Q=£-Int Bx and g(C\JA') =E-Int BV2. Choose
By(x)Eg(U)r\lnt Bw. LetfEH(E) be such that BU2=f[By(x)] and /| (P-Pi) =identity. Define hEHiE) hyh=g~1fg.
Using a proof very similar to the proof of the above theorem, the following result concerning the fattening of a collar can be established.
Theorem 2. Let E be infinite-dimensional, let AEE, and let C be a collared cell in E with collar K such that CWC1 A t^E. Then there exists hEHiE) such that ACKCAJK) and h\ C = identity.
Proof. By Lemma 1, let K'EK be a collar of C and gEHiE) be such that g(Q=P-Int P, and g(OJK')=E-lnt BU2. Choose Let g map [xi:x") linearly onto [xi: °o) and let g\ C' = identity. Set f = gfg~1. Then since 5b is true, fESH(E).
Hence by Theorem 3 there exist A>0 and gEH(E) such that g\Bi=f\Bi and g\ (E-BN) = identity.
Let h: Int Bx->Int 5i be defined by h = g~lgg. Finally h can be extended to the identity on Si. The annulus conjecture for the Hilbert cube has been observed to be true by Anderson in Corollary 10.6 of [2] . His proof of this also follows from the fact that homeomorphisms of the Hilbert cube onto itself are stable, which he shows in that paper.
Let P/(P) denote the homeomorphisms on E which are isotopic to the identity. IE will be the conjecture that P/(P) =PT(P) (use orientation preserving homeomorphisms for P finite-dimensional). The following theorem is well known and can be found for example proved for the special spaces of P", s, and P° in [3] Proof. Let hESHiE). Lemma 4. Let AE hold, let C be a tame cell, and let P7(x)CInt C. Then there exists gGP (P) such that g(C)=P7+i(x) and g|P7(x) = identity.
Proof. Let hEHiE) be such that A(Pi) = C. By AE, let/GP(P) be such that f(Bm)=h-1(By(x)) and f\ (P-Pi) = identity. Define jEHiE) so that /(Pi/2)=P7(x) and /(Pi) =P7+i(x). Let pf he the projection of E-6 onto Sr(x) along the rays emanating from x. Define kEH(E) so that k\Byix)=hfj-l\By(x), and for yESr, r>y, k(y) = P*kpyiy). Then set g = kjf-%~\ Theorem 6. AE and IE together imply SEfor all normed linear spaces E which contain a hyperplane homeomorphic to E.
Proof. Let hEHiE), and let P7(x)CMInt Pi). Then by Lemma 4,  there exists gGP(P) such that g^(Pi) =P7+i(x) and g\ P7(x) = identity. Let kEHiE) be such that Jfe(P7+,(x)) =Pi and k\(E-BN) -identity for some A. In [6] it is seen that all hyperplanes of P are homeomorphic to Si in E. Then because Is holds, there exists an isotopy Ft: Si-*Si, O^t^l, such that F0 = kgh\Si and Pi = identity.
Let pT, r>0, he the radial projection of E-6 onto 5r. Then define fEHiE) as follows. For xESr, l=r^2, let fix) =prFr-ipiix), /|J3, = kgh\Bu and /| (E-B2)= identity. Then h = g-1k~1f(f-1kgh), which is stable.
Corollary 2. Ab and Ie together are equivalent to Se for all normed linear spaces E which contain a hyperplane homeomorphic to E. Similar arguments give the finite-dimensional result found in [3] .
Theorem 7. An and 7"_i together are equivalent to S".
